Choose Remote Proctoring or Testing Pod
OEBC now delivers its written exam through an online system. The pass rate of the computer-based
exams has been the same as the written exam. In addition, candidates have successfully attempted the
exam using remote proctoring and testing pods. The primary advantage of remote proctoring is writing
the exam in any private location, whereas a testing pod offers a formal exam setting.
Where testing pods are available, candidates can choose the modality. However, candidates should
carefully review the information below before deciding which environment they want to challenge their
written exam. The chart below sets out the advantages and disadvantages of remote proctoring and
testing pods.

Remote Proctoring

Testing Pods

What is Remote Proctoring?

What are Testing Pods?

Remote proctoring provides candidates with the
opportunity to attempt the written exam exclusively
online while ensuring the integrity of the exam. In
doing so, candidates are monitored online through
video while the exam is in session to ensure
legitimacy and identify potential misconduct.

Testing pods provide candidates with the
opportunity to attempt the written exam online
while ensuring the integrity of the exam.

The master proctor is in the room overseeing the
exam, monitoring candidates, and supervising
registration. When more than five candidates are
The most significant benefit to remote proctoring is in the room, the master proctors may have
that it allows candidates to choose a private
additional proctors for support. Otherwise, it
examination environment and continuous live
would only be one proctor per group.
access to an online proctor throughout the exam to
address any circumstances which may arise.
Additional individual support to a candidate is not
available through the platform. The proctor’s
Candidates can choose any private location, as
ability to provide direct technical support is
long as it has a reliable, viable internet connection– limited. Technical support, if needed, will be
this could be within their own home, a library, or at limited to email.
their school, etc.

Location — Advantages & Disadvantages
A candidate chooses a quiet private room of their
choosing with internet access, i.e., in their home,
bedroom, kitchen, basement or a library, school
classroom if the home areas are not
private/appropriate.

A candidate completes their exam in a room with
other candidates. We have only used testing pods
with up to five candidates in a room thus far.
With testing pods, other candidates are in the
room. So, if there is an issue with their exam, this
may disrupt the entire room.
Furthermore, privacy screens may be required to
prevent candidates from seeing other candidates’
screens depending on the room layout.
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Accommodations — Advantages & Disadvantages
Accommodation approvals are less challenging to
approve. Many accommodations are only possible
through remote proctoring. For example, if a
candidate requests extra time, the time extensions
are added through the platform.

Accommodations are more challenging to
approve through a testing pod. Individual time
extensions are difficult in a testing pod. The
proctor might provide additional time for the
group if a significant unforeseen event disrupts
the exam.

Requirements Prior to Sign-In/Registration — Advantages & Disadvantages
A few days before the exam, candidates are asked
to test the FastTest software to ensure their system
is compatible and ready. Thus, issues can be
corrected before exam day and ensure all
candidates can log onto the platform on exam day.

Due to the reduced capacity for live technical
support on the day of the exam compared to
remote proctoring, a mini test would be set six
business days before the exam to help ensure
candidates can log onto the testing platform.
Technical issues are most often related to the
lock-down browser and programs running in the
background on a candidate’s laptop. This will
involve all candidates logging in at the same time,
on the same network. i.e., school classroom to
complete 3-4 random questions.

Technical Support — Advantages & Disadvantages
Candidates will have access to technical support
throughout the entire exam. In addition, they can
speak with their online proctor.
The remote proctor has the candidate’s access
code, which can be inputted if a disconnect occurs.
Extra time may be added for interruptions.
If a candidate experiences an outage/disconnect
during the exam and cannot log back onto the
server, the rewritten timeline for that candidate
would be issued within a day or two.
Proctors provide services in both English and
French.
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Limited technical support is only available via
email to avoid disrupting other candidates. Thus,
no conversation or moving around the room
occurs during the examination.
If technical issues arise during the exam, the
candidate will directly reach out to technical
support via email with their specific problem. The
technical support is provided in English and
French via translation software.
The on-site proctor is available to assist with nontechnical issues which may arise.
Upon registration, candidates will be handed their
access code and the tech support email address.
They will be needed throughout the exam in case
there is a disconnect. Candidates would be
required to input this information.
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Suppose the candidate experiences a disconnect
during the exam and cannot resolve the issue, the
rewrite timeline for that candidate would be the
next OEBC administration. i.e., spring or fall

Noise Issues — Advantages & Disadvantages
If a sustained unexpected noise occurs (i.e.,
emergency sirens), a candidate can alert the
proctor, and if needed, a time extension may be
added.

The noise of computer keys clicking during an
exam in a testing pod environment may bother
some candidates.
Excessive noise, which would be rare in an inschool environment, is dealt with as a group.
However, everyone would have to log out and log
back in when the issue has been cleared.

OEBC provides a fair, defensible valid exam, and strives to provide the candidates with the best
opportunity to complete their attempt. That being said, we would like each candidate to study the
advantages and disadvantages of both environments to make their own informed decision for their
licensing exam.
If you have any additional questions, please email exams@oebc.ca. Please advise us via email by Friday,
September 24, 2021, of your choice.
Good luck with your exam.

Sincerely,
Your Exam Team
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